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The humankind has been trying to find a way how to
overpower its rivals from time out of mind. More and
more sophisticated weapons have been appearing during
the 20th century and this effort had come almost to perfec-
tion: humankind is now able to destroy itself completely.
The instruments for it are weapons of mass destruction
(WMD), and the devices which deliver them to the “right
place” are airplanes and ballistic missiles (BM) in partic-
ular. This “self-destroying” epoch started fully during the
World War Two (WW2) and our World has been on the
verge of nuclear war several times since then. Therefore,
as long as the WMD and their transportation equipment
– BM exist, the appropriate defence will be necessary.
A possible approach to deal with this very complex prob-
lem is discussed here – namely from the management and
technical point of view – by authors W.J. Boord and J.B.
Hoffmann.

Boord, as a former U.S. Air Force officer and later an
experienced technician in the field of weapon systems, has
utilized his know-how many times. He has been focusing
particularly on threat analysis, air-threat engagement and
guidance law design.

Hoffman has had more than 30 years of engineer-
ing experience in the field of radar systems, especially the
air and missile defence ones. He has been specializing in
ship-boarded defence systems, their combat performance,
modelling and simulation.
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General outlook
Book Air and Missile Defense Systems Engineering has an ambition to address the needs
of military people, managers and producers, particularly when they start a new defence
project, or a modernisation is planned. From analyses of the managers’ approach at the
beginning, it continues via the concept of operation (CONOPS) view; further on, it leads
the readers through system performance requirements and it ends up by an analysis of both
physical and mathematical principles.

In comparison to other writings, the perspective of this one is more complex – thanks
to the pre-acquisition and management problem solving. On the other hand, the whole
book shows authors’ respectable backgrounds in the ballistic missile defence. For exam-
ple in [1] the problems of kinematics and time-space windows are solved deeply, without
considering other aspects. A different perspective can be found e.g. in [2], where the oper-
ational view and battle effectiveness are explained, including corresponding mathematical
apparatuses.

Other outputs produced by NATO, or U.S. Ballistic Missile Defence Organizations
(namely in their unclassified versions) address either a narrow spectrum of political / military
specialists or lay public. Usually there are neither mathematical-physical principles, nor
exact calculation with relevant results. The concrete numbers concerning e.g. radar cross-
section, energy required for aircraft / missile body penetration etc. is hardly to find at all.

Authors proceed to solve air and ballistic missile (ABM) defense system issue by
phasing it according to its life cycle. ABM system engineering planning is segmented into
seven phases:

A. Pre-phase: Project Definition;
B. Systems Requirements;
C. Preliminary Design;
D. Detailed Design;
E. Engineering, Manufacturing, Development, Integration, Testing;
F. Operations & Sustainment;
G. Retirement & Disposal.

Authors have focused on the phases “A” and “B”, whilst the rest is left for next
elaboration. Thus, the main emphasis is especially put on systems requirements, including
deep theoretical and mathematical reasoning and validation.

Constructive Criticism
In this book we can find and understand deep knowledge and experience from ballistic
missile defence systems engineering. Nevertheless, from my point of view the title “Air
and Missile Defense. . . ” could be reduced to “Missile Defense. . . ” only. The Air de-
fence (AD) generally covers problems concerning aeroplanes, helicopters, cruise missiles,
UAVs, today “non-standard” threats like rocket-artillery and mortar ammunition (RAM)
etc. It means that a broader spectrum of surveillance means, tracking radars and effectors
have to be deployed to counter them. Thus, especially thanks to ship-boarded missile de-
fence applications mentioned here, AD problems are assessed more or less one-sidedly.
Nevertheless, the indisputable fact is that the mathematical apparatus and physical princi-
ples are generally applicable and valid.

From my point of view, this book has been created by synergy of the whole range of
works, experiment results, modelling etc. Obviously, the graphic outputs were produced in
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colour in the original version. However, this book is printed black & white, whereas textual
interpretation refers to colour lines, areas . . . Similarly, some figures and block-diagrams,
especially those made in inverse form (white on black) are hindering fluent reading and
understanding.

Conclusion
The overall general impression from the book is that this is the right book for BMD spe-
cialists that want to understand the planning process and technical background. However,
if the readers needed to plunge into it, they would have to have solid knowledge of electric,
radar and air defence generally.

From the pedagogical point of view, this book can be used successfully as a reference
material for Master’s or PhD students to widen their mastery in the anti-ballistic missile
field.

To sum up, it is worthy to have this material in all scientific, technical or special
libraries where the problems of ballistic missile defence are solved.
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